Note for First Year B. Tech waitlist and branch change candidates

Dear Candidates,

Greetings from Symbiosis Institute of Technology.

Kindly note that SET waitlist and branch change process has been started for IT, E&TC, Mechanical and Civil engineering. As soon as our merit list reaches your score, you will get a call from SIT please wait for our call. We would start with JEE and CET waitlist and branch change process also very soon.

We would like to explain you here the waiting list and branch change process.

Step 1: As soon as we get vacancy in any branch, we shall process our waitlist and branch change simultaneously and prepare a merit list.

Step 2: Our admission team will contact you on phone for confirming your branch. We will also send you email and wait till next day morning for your email confirmation of assigned branch.

Step 3: We shall complete the admission process on your behalf.

We request you to kindly wait for our communication. We will keep on updating the status on our website.

Thanks!

Admission Committee,

SIT.